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Solar Tracker

Abstract:

This project will use an Arduino micro-controller to track the position of the sun. Using 4 light-

dependent resistors (LDRs a.k.a photo-resistors) as inputs, the Arduino will control two servos to point 

the tracker in the direction of the sun. By comparing LDRs on a horizontal axis, we can infer which 

direction the horizontal servo should rotate. By comparing LDRs on a vertical axis, we can infer which 

direction the vertical servo should rotate. Combining these two measurements allows the tracker to 

(ideally) point anywhere in the sky.

Essential Concepts:

- Constructing “tracker arm”, driven by two servos, which holds the LDRs. Should be built in a manner

that allows four measurements in unique areas of sky.

- Reading in analog values for each LDR

- Programming Arduino to calculate optimal servo rotation

- Executing servo rotation

Optional Concepts:

- Potentiometer input for sensitivity of rotations

- Use solar panel for entirely portable set-up



Parts List:

- Arduino Uno

- 4x Light Dependent Resistors (Photo-resistors)

- 2x Servo motors

- 4x 10k Resistors

Electronics Schematic:
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Software Block Diagrams:

Higher Level Diagram:

Read A0                                             

Read A1

Read A2

Read A3

Lower Level Diagram:

Compare analog 
inputs (A0, A1, 
A2, A3) along 
each axis (x,y)

If inputs unequal

Rotate servo in direction 
such that inputs become 
equal

If inputs equal
Do not rotate servo

Define A0 as top left, A1 as bottom left, A2 as top right, A3 as bottom right.
Define a tolerance for acceptable difference between any two LDRs.

Calculate average values for top, bottom, left, and right inputs 
(named at, ab, al, ar respectively)

Read analog values (A0 through A3)

if | at – ab | > tolerance

Rotate in vertical 
direction (such that  
| at – ab | decreases)

If | ar – al | > tolerance

Rotate in horizontal 
direction (such that     
| ar – al | decreases)
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This depicts the placement of each LDR, 
corresponding to an analog input. The 
cross shape is the cross-section of the 
‘tracking arm’


